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INT. LAB - DAY

SARAH, a scientist, mid 30s enters a lab chamber. Its a hub

of scientific noise. She places a file on a desk on the

right side of the room.

We see the name Louise Harper 2005 - 2012.

She neriously flicks through the pages.

SARAH

(V.O.)

She was just ... at the start. Life

can a voyage of discovery. ot ended

with this.

She stops at a page entitled Facts and Verdict.

Louise died of an unknown virus

with characteristics unfamiliar to

the staff on duty, who were unable

to save her life.

(V.O)

I continue her journey and want her

to reach her proper home.

She walks over to a chart on the wall. and puts a marker

next to the words: Report Reevaluated.

Time passes.

The chart is now covered in further mathematical formulee

periodical elements and arrows charting a route.

Her phone virbrites in her pocket. We see Husband on the

screen. She walks out of the chamber.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. HOME - DAY

Sarah’s husband NIGEL late 30s, is in the living room.

Sarah enters he gives her a hug.

NIGEL

You;ve done your best, Sarah all

the test negative?

SARAH

yes, all chemical, DNA transfusion

tests from the samples negative.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

NIGEL

She wouldn’t want you to give your

life for her.

SARAH

I have a duty to her, Nigel.

Nigel glances at a clock on the wall.

NIGEL

You deserve more time thn to this

virus, this question which doesn’t

provoke a answer.

I have a duty to her you know.

We see her wedding ring as Nigel produces a cup of tea in

the background.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. LAB - EVENING

Sarah stares at a double think chart.


